
CROSSOVER INFORMATION FOR 2020-21 SEASON 
 
Cheerleaders Name:__________________________ 
 
After tonight’s evaluations the coaching staff will start to work on assembling teams! To do this we need to 
know what your level of commitment is when it comes to crossing over to other teams. NOT EVERYONE 
will be selected to be a crossover! It depends on age, skills, stunt strength, maturity, and past season 
evaluation. We only add crossovers IF NEEDED to make a competitive team! 
 
CROSSOVERS will be charged $15 a month extra PER TEAM they are on. 
(except for Senior 4 since all members cross from Senior 3) Total for season would be $150 per team per 
crossover. You may select to pay for this all at once or $15 per team will be added to your monthly dues. 
 
IF WE ARE CONSIDERING YOUR CHILD AS A CROSSOVER WE NEED TO KNOW THE 
FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 
 
1. Is your cheerleader willing to crossover to another team? YES NO 
(If no, then you do not need to answer any other questions) 
 
2. Are you, as a parent willing to allow and know that your dues will increase $15 additional monthly PER 
TEAM to help defray the cost of crossovers. YES NO 
 
3. Being a crossover MAY require your cheerleader to be at the gym for 4 practices a week, plus any 
weekend choreography for each team. They could be both on same night, first practice starting at 6 - 730 
and second practice 730 - 900 OR they could be 4 nights a week for either 6 - 730 or 730 -900 times. 
 
Does your cheerleader ONLY WANT TO CROSSOVER, if selected, if the teams practice on the same 
night?  YES NO 
 
Does your cheerleader WANT TO CROSSOVER, if selected, and does not mind being at the gym 4 
nights a week? YES NO 
 
4. Although we really try to limit the cheerleaders that cross to more than one team, sometimes teams 
need certain tumbling skills or stunt spots, does your cheerleader only want to be on 2 teams or would 
they consider 3 teams? 3 teams would definitely put them at the gym 4 nights a week and two nights 
would be 3 hours and 2 nights would be 1 1⁄2 hrs. 
 
______ 2 Teams ONLY ______ Will Consider 3 Teams 
 
*Please NOTE that if you decide to be a crossover it could be for different levels of teams, or different 
ages of teams. Please make sure your cheerleader understands the extra commitment and work that will 
need to be done! If you select to be a crossover, we EXPECT the cheerleader to follow through with this 
commitment for the ENTIRE Season. Should you have any questions, please talk with one of the coaches 
after evaluations, or by email. 
 
Parent Signature____________________________________ 
 
Athlete Signature_______________________________________ 



 


